**Return to school committee meeting**

**June 15, 2020**

In attendance – Library: Barb; John; Leslie; Dana; Jason; Francie; Colin; Tracy
PSK: Kevin; Maura; Laura; Dave; Jen

- If phase 4 with various safety precautions.
- Ramping up remote learning to include live teaching.

**At 100% in-school attendance w/current social distancing parameters:**

- Rogus, Trail, FS, AH-  
  - would require every room and gym etc. + additional staff
- Walker/SHJH -  
  - would require all available space + curriculum concerns

Can’t do in person at 100% with quality teaching

Bring kids in to rotate to meet the kids and see building then rotate back out, till we would be back all the time?

ISBE all back but going to be ugly – not going to be quality education

**Building meetings highlights:**

- Concern what the health expectations would be.
- Isolation rooms
- If you move, you need to wear a mask
- Kids need to accept responsibilities
- Look very different but want kids back
- Reality check, what social distancing looks like
- A lot of what if’s
- Safety issues
- Arrival dismissal how this would be impacted to and from classrooms
- Supervision of students, sending directly to class, logistics with the numbers
- Eye opening and how different will look
- 40 additional teachers equal 2.6 million dollars – in person would be more teachers.
- Return to school activities from social worker, resources for SEL student meeting June 30th and July 14th